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Abstract - In the context of fog computing, users’ authentication is crucial in order to achieve trusted communication 
between fog computing components and end users. This paper presents a lightweight authentication protocol based on digital 
signatures. It consists of five phases; two setup phases, extract phase, signing phase, and verification phase. The signer user 
issues a digital signature using a signing key which is generated based on its identity. A mathematical proof for the 
verification process is presented. Moreover, a comparison with other related protocols according to the key generation 
method, key distribution method, and the security attacks model is discussed. The performance of the proposed protocol is 
evaluated based on the number and time of computation operations. The evaluation shows that the proposed protocol has a 
lower computation cost than its rivals. This makes it more efficient and suitable in supporting constrained devices of mobile 
users. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Fog computing extends the services of cloud 
computing toward the edge of network. This reduces 
the latency of providing cloud services to end users. 
Moreover, performing cloud services on edge 
components reduces the overhead on cloud systems 
[1]. The Internet of Things (IoT) connects large 
number of heterogeneous objects, smart systems, and 
networks all together forming the biggest network 
worldwide [2] [3] [4] [5]. Fog computing in the 
context of IoT has several characteristics such as 
mobility, heterogeneity, and large-scale distribution. 
Due to these characteristics cloud computing security 
cannot be directly applied to fog computing [1]. This 
rise new security challenges.One main security issue 
is to insure trusted communication between users and 
fog components in order to allow users to access fog 
computing services. This trust can be facilitated by 
providing authentication services among fog 
computing components and end users [5]. 
In this paper, a lightweight authentication protocol 
based on Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) is 
proposed. The main objective is provide 
authentication between mobile usesand fog 
components in the context of IoT.Since 
users’IoTdevices are limited in their storage and 
computation capabilities, the proposed authentication 
protocolprovides a lightweight signature solution 
using Hierarchical Identity Based Signature 
(HIBS)[6].It consists of five phases; two setup 
phases, the extract phase, the signing phase, and the 
verification phase. Identity Based Signature (IBS) 
was first proposed by Shamir [7]. It has the advantage 
of eliminating certificate management since, unlike  
traditional public key digital signature protocols, 
certificates are not required [8]. IBS uses user’s 
identity to generate the signing and verification keys.  

 
The entity which is responsible for keys generation is 
called Private Key Generator (PKG)[8] [9]. The 
proposed protocol is compared with other ECCand 
bilinear based protocols according to several factors. 
Moreover, the performance is evaluated based on a 
quantitative measure of computation cost metrics. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 
2 summarizes the related works. The details of the 
proposed authentication protocol are discussed in 
Section 3. Section 4 discusses the security analysis 
for the proposed protocol. Comparison and 
performance evaluation are discussed in Section 5. 
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper. 
 
II. RELATED WORKS 
 
Several identity based protocols have been proposed 
in the literature. In this section some related 
hierarchical protocols are summarized. An elliptic 
curve digital signature algorithm for vehicular 
networks is proposed in [10]. The central authority, 
the Road Side Unit (RSU), and the On Board Unit 
(OBU) are the main entities in this work.Central 
authority is responsible for the generation of system’s 
public parameters and all RSU public keys. These 
keys are transmitted securely to each RSU. The OBU 
uses the RSU public key in order to verify the RSU 
generated signatures. Although this protocol is based 
on ECC, multiple complex modular inverse 
operations are required to perform the authentication 
process. 
An IBS protocolfor vehicular networks is proposed in 
[11]. It uses hash chains and bilinear pairing in keys 
generation. RSUs are used to update vehicles 
credentials on road which reduces the overload on the 
trusted authority. This protocolis based on bilinear 
pairing which is considered to be expensive operation 
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compared with ECC. A three layers IBS protocol is 
proposed in [12] for automatic dependent 
surveillance-broadcast systems. APKG, which 
generates and publishes system public parameters, is 
located in the first layer. Next layer consists of 
airlines and the third layer consists of aircrafts. Both 
airlines and aircrafts should be registered in the 
hierarchy in order to get their private keys. For 
authentication, the signer aircraft issues a digital 
signature based on IBS and the verifier aircrafts 
verifies the signature based on the signer aircraft’s 
identity and the public parameters generated by the 
PKG. This protocolis also based on bilinear pairing 
which is considered to be expensive operation 
compared with ECC. 
 
Another three layers IBS protocolis proposed in [6]. 
This protocol is proposed for cloud computing 
systems. A root PKG is located at the first layer. 
Next, the second layer contains the cloud systems. 
Finally, the third layer contains all end users and 
servers. The root PKG allocates identities for 
registered clouds. Cloud systems are responsible for 
managing identities for end users and servers.  
 
In summary, the discussed protocols have complex 
computational operations that introduce considerable 
overhead on the authentication process. This paper 
presents a lightweight ECC based authentication 
protocol for mobile usersthat are connected with the 
IoTin the context of fog computing. In the next 
section, the details of the proposed protocol are 
discussed. 
 
III. THE PROPOSED LIGHTWEIGHT 
AUTHENTICATION PROTOCOL 
 

The proposed lightweight authenticationprotocol uses 
identity based signature to generate signing and 
verification keys. It consists of five phases. The first 
phase is the Root PKG setup phase in which the Root 
PKG selects the elliptic curve public parameters and 
its own private and public keys. The second phases is 
the sub-PKG setup in which each sub-PKG contacts 
theRoot PKG in order to obtain its keys pair and the 
public parameters. During the third phase,which is 
known as the extract phase, the mobile user contactsa 
sub-PKG in order to obtain its keys pair and the 
public parameters. In the signing phase, the mobile 
userissues a signature using his private key. Finally, 
in the verification phase, the verifier uses the mobile 
user’s public key and the public parameters in order 
to verify the signature.  
 
3.1 Fog Computing based Hierarchical 
Architecture 
The proposed architecture is illustrated in Fig.1. As 
shown in the figure, the Root PKG is located at the 
cloud system while sub-PKGs are agents located at 
the fog/gateway component of each autonomous 
system. Each sub-PKG is responsible for public and 
private keys generation of its registered mobile users. 
 
By assigning sub-PKGs to autonomous systems’ 
fog/gateway components, the overhead on the Root 
PKG is reduced since users’ public and private keys 
generation are distributed over multiple sub-PKGs. 
Each mobile user is assumed to be associated with 
one autonomous system, such as his home smart 
campus. In order to be authenticated, each mobile 
users should register his identity to theautonomous 
system’s sub-PKG. Sub-PKG, which is located at the 
fog component, generates private and public keys for 
the mobile user during the registration process based 
on his identity. 

 
Fig.1: The Proposed Fog Computing based Hierarchical Architecture. 
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3.2 Main Phases of the Proposed Authentication 
Protocol 
As mentioned previously, the proposed authentication 
protocol has five phases. Following are the details of 
each phase. 

Table 1: List of Symbols. 
Symbol Description 
EC An elliptic curve Group 

q A large prime which is the size of the 
finite field,  

Fq Finite field over q 

n The order of the curve generator G, where 
n > 2160 

G The elliptic curve base point or generator.  
d Root PKG secret key, dᅡ [1, n-1] 
Q Root PKG public key 

H1 

H1: {0, 1}* ×EC Zn, a hash function 
that takes values in binary representation 
and a point on the curve and convert it 
into integer in the interval [1, n-1]. 

H2 

H2: {0, 1}* Zn, a hash function that 
takes a nonce value in binary string and 
convert it into integer in the interval [1, n-
1].  

k A random unique value generated by a 
user. 

PRVu The mobile user private key 
Pubu The user public key  
VAR The signature verification key 
PRVfog Sub-PKG private key 
Pubfog Sub-PKG public key 
e Message hashed value 
S Signature 

 
3.2.1 Root PKG Setup Phase 
In this phase the Root PKG selects the following 
parameters: 
1. Elliptic curve EC over a finite fieldFq. 
2. Two integers aandb that define the elliptic curve 

over Fq by the equationy2= x3+ax+bmodq. The 
two integersa, bᅡFq, and 4a3 +27b2 ≠ 0 (mod q). 

3. G as a base point of group EC of order n. 
4. Random integer dᅡ [1, n-1]. 
5. Point QᅡEC such that Q= d . G. 
6. Two hash functions; H1:{0,1}* × ECZn, and H2: 

{0, 1}*  Zn. these hash functions are one-way 
collision resistant functions. 

7. Curve cofactor h as h = #E(Fq)/n. where#E(Fq) is a 
number of points in EC. 

Then, theRoot PKG sets EC = {a, b, G, q, n, h}, H1, 
H2, and Q as public parameters and keeps d as its 
secret key. 

 
3.2.2 Sub-PKG Setup Phase 
In this phase, each sub-PKG generates a nonce value 
nfog and sends its identity IDsalong with the generated 
nonce to the Root PKGwhich does the following. 

1. Selects a random integer x1 such that x1ᅡ [1, n-1]. 
2. Calculates hvfog = H1(IDs || nfog || x1 ||G). 
4. Calculates sub-PKGi’s public key Pubfogas 
Pubfog= hvfog . G + x1. Q(1) 
5. Calculates sub-PKGi’s private key PRVfogas  
PRVfog= (hvfog + x1 d) mod n(2) 
6. Sends PRVfogand Pubfogto the sub-PKG through a 

secure channel along with the public parameters. 
 
3.2.3 Extract Phase 
In this phase the mobile user generates a random 
nonce nu and sends its identity IDualong with the 
generated nonce to a particular sub-PKG in order to 
obtain his private and public keys. The sub-PKG 
generates the user’s private key PRVuas in Equation 
(3) 
PRVu = (hvu+ x2 .PRVfog) mod n (3) 

Where hvu=H1(IDu|| nu|| x2|| G), and x2 is a 
random integer such that x2ᅡ [1, n-1]. Then, the sub-
PKG calculates the user’s public key Pubuasin 
Equation (4) 
Pubu= hvu . G + x2 .Pubfog  (4) 

Then,the sub-PKG sends (PRVu, Pubu)to the 
mobile user through a secure channel along with the 
public parameters. 
 
3.2.4 Signing Phase 
In order to get an authenticated access to fog 
computing services, the mobile user issues a signature 
S using his private key as in the following steps: 
1. The mobile user sends an access request message 

to the verifier, which is the fog component located 
in the autonomous system. 

2. The verifier generates a nonce ni and calculates e = 
H2(ni). Then, it sends e to the mobile user. 

3. The mobile user generates a random and unique 
valuek. 

4. The mobile user calculates the signature 
verification key VAR as in Equation (5): 

VAR=  k . G(5) 
5. The mobile usercalculates the signature Sas in 

Equation (6): 
S = (PRVu + e. k) mod n(6) 

   = (hvu+ x2 (hvfog+ x1 . d) + e. k) mod n 
6. The mobile user sends (S,Pubu, VAR) to the 

verifier. 
 
3.2.5 Verifying Phase 
In this phase the verifier verifies the correctness of 
the signature S based on the public parameters, 
Pubu,and VARby evaluating that S. G = Pubu  
+e.VAR. If yes, then the signature is verified 
successfully. Otherwise, the verifier rejects the 
signature.The general sequence of the proposed 
authentication protocol is illustrated in Fig.2. 
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Figure 2: The general Sequence of the Proposed Authentication Protocol. 

 
IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS 
 
In this section, the security of the proposed 
lightweight authentication protocol is analyzed by 
mathematical correctness proof of the verification 
phase. Moreover, the attack model is presented. 
 
4.1 Correctness Proof 
The verifier in the verification phase should check the 
correctness of the condition S.G = Pubu  +e.VAR. 
This condition holds when the signature is correct 
since 
S.G=  
Pubu+ e.VAR,  substitute VAR from Equation (5) 
=Pubu+ e .k.G,  substitute Pubu from Equation (4) 
= G. hvu+ x2.Pubfog + e .k.G,substitute Pubfog from 
Equation (1) 
= G. hvu +x2 (G.hvfog + x1.Q) + e. k.G, substitute Q= 
d . G 
= G. hvu + x2 (G.hvfog + x1 .d. G) + e. k .G, Take G 
as common factor 
= G( hvu + x2 (hvfog + x1 .d) + e. k),  recall Equation 
(3) PRVu = hvu+ x2 .PRVfog 
= G (PRVu+ e. k),  recall Equation (6) S = PRVu + e. 
k 
= G.S 
4.2 Attacks Model 
The attack model discusses the main attacks that 
could harm the security of the proposed 
authentication protocol. Each attack is analyzed by a 
theorem and its proof. 
Theorem 1: using public information, an 
adversary A cannot know private and secret keys. 
Proof: 1.Q = d. G. Thus, given Q and G, which are 
public information, anadversary A cannot find the 

secret key d since it is an Elliptic Curve Discrete 
Logarithm Problem (ECDLP)[13]. 
2.S = PRVu + e. k. thus, given the signatureS,an 
adversary A cannot calculate the mobile user’s private 
key PRVu, since S is calculated based on two secret 
values which are k, and PRVu that are known only to 
the user. 
3.VAR = k . G. Thus, given the verification key VAR, 
an adversary A cannot find k since it is an ECDLP.  
 
Theorem 2: an adversary A cannot forge the 
signature of a particular mobile user. 
Proof: in order to generate a valid signature, A needs 
to know k and PRVu. Both of these information are 
private. Moreover, according to Theorem 1.2 A 
cannot find PRVu given a single valid signature. 
 
Theorem 3: the proposed authenticationprotocol is 
safe against replay attack. 
Proof:each signature is calculated using a fresh 
nonce ni generated by the verifier. If A replays an old 
signed message, the verifier will check the nonce and 
reject the replayed message. 
 
Theorem 4: if k is not unique then an adversary A 
can know the private key that is used to calculate 
the signature.  
Proof: let S and S' be two signatures such that S = 
(PRVu+ e .k) mod n and S' = (PRVu+ e'. k) mod n, 
from Equation (6), k can be calculated as k = (S - 
PRVu ) . e-1  mod n, and k = (S' - PRVu ) . e'-1mod n. 
Adversary A performs the following steps to obtain 
the private key PRVu: 
Step 1: (S - PRVu ) . e-1=(S' - PRVu ) . e'-1 
Step 2: S .e-1   - PRVu . e-1  = S' . e'-1  - PRVu . e'-1 
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Step 3: S .e-1   - S' . e'-1  = PRVu . e-1  -PRVu . e'-1 
Step 4: S .e-1   - S' . e'-1  = PRVu ( e-1  -  e'-1  ) 
Step 5: (S . e-1   - S' . e'-1) /  ( e-1  -  e'-1  )= PRVu 

S, S', e-1, and e'-1 are known, so A knows the 
private key of the mobile user. Consequently, k must 
be a unique value that differs each time it is 
generated. 

 
V. COMPARISON AND EVALUATION 
 
In this section, the proposed protocol is compared to 
other related protocols according to the security 
attacks model, key generation method, and key 
distribution method. Moreover, the performance of 
the proposed protocol is evaluated based on the 
computation cost on the signer, which is the user, and 
the verifier sides. 
5.1 Comparison and Discussion 
Table 2 lists a comparison between the proposed 
protocols and its rivals according to the Attack 
model, the key generation, and key distribution 
methods. As illustrated in the table, the protocols 
in[6] ,[12], and [11] are based on bilinear pairing 
which is more complex than ECC[14]. The protocol 
in [10] uses complex modular inverse 
operations.Regarding key distribution, all protocols 
assume the use of secure channel. Regarding attack 
model, one can notice thatuser anonymity in the 
proposed protocol is not achieved since users’ 
identities are transmitted over a public unsecure 
channel. 
 

Table 2: A Comparison between Related Protocols. 

Ref Attack model 
Keys 
Generatio
n Method 

Keys 
Distributio
n Method 

[6] Not-mentioned Bilinear 
Pairing 

Secure 
Channel 

[10] 
Replay Attack 
Signature 
Forgery 

ECC with 
modular 
inverse 

Secure 
Channel 

[12] Signature 
Forgery 

Bilinear 
Pairing 

Secure 
Channel 

[11] Anonymity Bilinear 
Pairing 

Secure 
Channel 

ours 

Linking 
Signature 
Replay Attack 
Signature 
Forgery 
Key 
Eavesdropping 

ECC Secure 
Channel 

 
5.2 Performance Evaluation 
For each protocol, performance evaluation is 
performed by analyzing the computation cost 
according to the number of operations and the time 

needed to perform each operation on the user and the 
verifier sides. The performance metrics are listed in 
Table 3. 

 
Table 3: Performance Metrics. 

Metric Description 
Nsm Number of scalar multiplication 
Nh Number of hash operations 
Npa Number of point addition 
Nhp Number of hash to point operations 
Npp Number of public points 
Nbp Number of bilinear pairing operations 
Nio Number of modular inverse operations 
Tsm Time to perform one scalar 

multiplication ≈ 29Tm [15] 
Th Time to perform one hash operation is 

negligible[16] 
Tpa Time to perform one point addition ≈ 

0.12Tm[16] 

Thp 
Time to perform one hash to point 
operation ≈ 29Tm[16] 

Tbp 
Time to perform one bilinear pairing 
operation ≈ 87Tm[15] 

Tio 
Time to perform one modular inverse 
operation ≈ 11.6Tm[15] 

 
The setup phase of the proposed protocol requires 
only one scalar multiplication in order to calculate the 
Root PKG public key Q. In sub-PKG setup phase, 
two scalar multiplication operations are needed to 
calculate G.hvfogand x1.Q, one point addition 
operation to calculate Pubfog, and one hash operation 
to calculate hvfog. The extract phase requires same 
operations as in the sub-PKG setup phase. The sign 
phase requires one hash operation on the verifier side 
to calculate e, one scalar multiplication operations on 
the user side to calculateVAR = k. G.  
 
Finally, the verification phase requires two scalar 
multiplication operations to calculateS.G and e .VAR,  
in addition to one point addition operation to 
calculate  Pubu+ e . VAR.  The number of operations 
and the time needed to perform each operation for the 
rival protocols have been calculated in the same way 
as for the proposed protocol. This calculation is based 
on the description of the details of each phase of these 
protocols as described in their corresponding 
references. 
 
Evaluation results are shown in Table 4 which 
illustrates that the proposed solution is more efficient 
than other protocols since it does not use complex 
operations such as bilinear pairing and modular 
invers [17] [18].
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Table 4: Computation Cost on Signer and Verifier Sides. 

 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper a hierarchical authentication protocol for 
mobile users in the context of fog computing is 
proposed. The proposed hierarchical architecture 
consists of three layers; the PKG layer which is 
located at the cloud, the sub-PKGs layer which is 
located at the fog components, and the users’ layer 
which consists of end users. The proposed protocol is 
based on IBS to generate signing and verification 
keys. This protocol has five phases; PKG setup, sub-
PKG setup, extract, sign, and verify. The proposed 
protocol has been compared with other related 
protocols found in the literature. The comparison is 
done according to several factors which are: key 
distribution method,key generation method, and 
security attack model. The proposed protocols can 
counter more attacks than its rivals. These attacks 
includelinking signature, replay attack, key 
eavesdropping attack, and signature forgery attack.In 
addition to that, quantitative measure for performance 
evaluation has been included. The evaluation shows 
that the proposed protocolhas lower computation cost 
than its rivals. 
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